Temperamental with beachfashionshop.com
Colombian label "Caffé" fascinates with unique looks

Dazzling sun, sparkling bays and hot rhythms - this summer, www.beachfashionshop.com guarantees temperamental looks on
the beach. The creations by the Colombian swimwear label "Caffé" fascinate with precious materials, feminine silhouettes and
exquisite ornaments, created in finest craftsmanship. Cultural influences, exotic locations and current beachwear trends come
together in the designs and produce stunning must-haves. Thanks to beachfashionshop.com now fashionistas all over the
world can enjoy the coveted luxury swimwear.
Bold mermaids will be best dressed in the elegant bikinis and delicate silk dresses by the Colombian swimwear label "Caffé". The designs
will provide for that extra touch of luxury in the main hot spots of the summer.
Excitingly striking is the silk dress "Tropical Feeling", which on the beach will spark a colour firework. A turquoise Pharaonic border with
elaborate embroidery decorates the V-neck of the airy silk dress. Supreme eye-catcher: the low-cut sleeves and the asymmetrical hemline.
In the bikini "Pink Power" all fashion queens can show off their styling power. The slightly shiny bikini has a shapely bandeau top and is
fitted with a colourful strap that is tied at the neck. The bikini top will be in the centre of attention thanks to its sophisticated ruffles and
plunging neckline. A bikini for all sexy beach babes who love stylish appearances on the most beautiful beaches around the world.
The perfect companion for a day at the beach is the nude-coloured beach bag in practical pouch shape. The round, pink handle and the
orange tassels of the beach bag set great colours accents and are finished by gold-coloured details such as the logo emblem. All beach
beauties this summer will ditch their old bag and pick up this it-piece by Caffé.

About Caffé
In 2004 Paula Saavedra founded the luxury swimwear label Caffé. The Colombian brand is known for its elegant, stylish and sexy
beachwear designs with very lavish accessories. Caffé is perfect for women who love glamour and are always looking for a unique dress
style.
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About beachfashionshop.com
The vision of the German entrepreneur Vanessa Koeman was to bring beach and city outfits by stylish trend labels from South America and
the United States exclusively to Europe. Therefore, three years ago, the trendsetter founded www.beachfashionshop.com. Designer labels like
Mara Hoffman, Matthew Williamson, Shay Todd, Elizabeth Hurley, Melissa Odabash, L*Space and Diane von Furstenberg are offered in the
premium online shop. For the latest collections the 33 year old business women travels around the world - always looking for exotic
newcomers, popular luxury labels and it-pieces for stunning beach beauties.

